Fast-track your BD assessments
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Contextualised Data

The only database that
scans all ema-approved
products by therapy area,
ma date, target population,
hta outcomes, price,
orphan drug status and
many more parameters

Due Diligence
Apply multiple relevant criteria and
search across all EMA products for
benchmark products

Early Pipeline
Gain insights on drivers of value and
innovation in any therapy area

Competitor Intelligence
Get to know currently approved products
in any indication in just a few clicks

Find answers to common market access queries

$

Target Population

What is the distribution
of orphan vs non-orphan
products in a given
therapy area?

What is the relationship
between target
population and price
across different
therapies?

What is the distribution
of orphan vs non-orphan
products in a given
therapy area?

Other example questions you can answer...
What is the highest price
a biologic achieved in a
given indication?

How many products
achieved ASMR IV
and higher?

Empowered Communication
Choose you preferred graph type and select your x and
y axis to clearly demonstrate key findings. Download and
share with colleagues across the globe in minutes

How many drugs
launched with multiple
indications as follow-on
indications?

What our users say
SMART Match is an incredibly
powerful tool that we use to
inform all of our early pipeline
and BD assessments
Senior Director,
Early Pipeline Team

We love the graphical interface,
particularly the charts. So easy to
see trends across therapy areas
and product classes!
VP, Market Access

HTA data bases

Pricing data bases

Comprehensive therapy
area coverage
HTA data
Pricing Data
Customisable graphs
Prevalence Data
Launch sequence data
Product formulation data
Pivotal trial design data
Adult/Paediatric availability
Molecule type
Orphan drug status
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